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CT231 Professional Skills I 
Assignment #3:  

SOCIAL MEDIA REFLECTION 

 

 
DUE DATE:   November 22nd, 2013  
 
 

 

Assigment #3 allows you to choose one of two different options, enabling you 
to focus on (1) Social Media & Digital Identity, or (2) Creativity. 

Choose either of these options and submit your assignment by Friday, 
November 22nd. 

If you have any questions, please contact me via email or Twitter @CT231. 
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OPTION 1. Social Media & Digital Identity #socmedia 

Write a short piece (750-850 words) reflecting on your digital 
identity and use of social media.  

Basic assignment (15 marks): 

 Read at least one of the articles/resources posted in CT231 “Readings & 
Resources” (on the course blog). Tweet links to any article you find useful, 
using the #ct231 hashtag. 

 Choose 2 social networks on which you have a profile and have been at least 
somewhat active (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Reddit, Google+, LinkedIn, 
Delicious, Diigo, etc.) as a basis for your reflection: 

i. one which you have been active on for awhile 

ii. one which we have used in CT231 (e.g. Twitter, LinkedIn, Delicious, Diigo)  

 Write a short piece (750-850 words) reflecting on your digital identity and 
use of social media, reflecting on the topics below. Your reflection should be 
based on your own experiences, but you can put your experience into a larger 
context based on your study of at least one of the CT231 readings/resources. 
This is not a formal academic paper but a reflection based on your own 
experiences. The focus should be on your current social networking practices, 
what you have learned and what you are learning. 

a) Digital identity: How much of your digital identity could you find in a Google 
search? Were you happy with the results? If not, how might you change your 
digital footprint? How do you represent your digital identity on different networks? 
Does your digital identity vary across networks? Why or why not?  

b) Privacy: How do the social networks on which you are active vary in terms of 
privacy? How important is online privacy to you and what (if anything) do you do 
to manage your online privacy?  

c) Summary: What have you learned about social media/social networks this term? 
What has been most useful? What will you keep up after this term/assignment 
and why?  

 

Extra credit (5 extra marks): 

User profile: Choose one prolific user of one particular social network, e.g. Twitter, blog, 
etc. – someone in IT or education, and not someone you already know in person (check 
the list of authors on the Readings & Resources list for ideas). Study their output over the 
past 1-2 weeks. Comment on their digital identity, how they use social networks, how 
they engage with others, their mix of personal/professional interactions, etc. Conclude 
with your overall impressions/reflections. What can you learn from them? 

 

Submission: 

Submit your assignment using Blackboard  –OR–  post your reflection online 
(e.g. as a blog post) and submit link via Blackboard. 
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OPTION 2. Creativity & Collaboration #creativity #icollab 

Write a short piece (750-850 words) that explains how you 
create or re-imagine things, e.g. “Anatomy of a Creative 
Moment”.  

Basic assignment (15 marks): 

 Find and read/view at least one article or video on “creativity”. Tweet links to 
any resources you find useful, using the #ct231 hashtag. 

 Reflect on what ignites your senses to be creative and what locations, times, 
spaces, sounds, music, etc. help you to be creative, i.e. to draw, write or create 
(i.e. anything from music to art to software). For the first week, capture your 
own opinions concerning what makes you feel creative. Think about your ideas 
in the context of the resource you read/viewed.  

 Discuss. Get together with a small group and discuss what elements comprise 
“a creative moment”. Share the resources on creativity that you have found. 
Discuss and compare your ideas and opinions. 

 Write a short piece (750-850 words) explaining how you create or re-
imagine things. What are the conditions that help you to be most creative? 
What are the locations, times, spaces, sounds, music, etc.? What is the 
precursor to your creative moments? What are the outcomes? Are you most 
creative when alone or collaborating with others – or a combination of both? 
How do you record your creativity, to try to recapture ideas or inspiration? 

 Collaborate. Share your ideas by  adding entries to the Creative Moments 
Google document http://bit.ly/mw-document03 

 

Extra credit (5 extra marks): 

 Create some form of media which captures elements of your creativity/creative 
moments, e.g. image(s), very short video, short audio clip (30 sec – 2 min), etc. 

 Hashtag and publish your work online so that it is discoverable in networks, 
e.g. your blog, Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Audioboo, YouTube, etc. 

 Add a link to this content to your profile POI in the #icollab Google Map and 
add new POIs to the specific places you identify as your creative places.  

[You can view your content and others’ content using the Wikitude app] 

 

Submission: 

Submit your assignment using Blackboard –AND–  include links to all online 
content you have created. 

 

http://bit.ly/mw-document03

